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 EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 

 

EDITORIAL COMMITTEE 

 

From Editor’s Pen 

We have left behind a year which had far reaching 

impact in all spheres of human life. Science & Technol-

ogy are no exception. What started as an undesirable 

molecule, the biological entity eventually caused 

havoc among humans world over.  

 

Will the year 2021 be a shade better than the previous 

year? The experts are cautious in making any predictions.  Never be-

fore, however, has a singular theme attracted so much creative at-

tention of scientists working in a widely varied discipline.  

The pace of development of new technologies stumbled in the ensu-

ing year and subsequently made bold strides in reorienting to the 

changed environment. Space technology and science had to redraw 

its activity profile. IEEE Gujarat made a mark in the year 2020 with a 

great event InGARSS2020.  The present issue proudly covers the event. 

Tutorials on six important themes was a special attraction of the Sym-

posium. A wide-ranging theme, such as SAR Polarimetry, Reflectome-

try using GNSS, Hyperspectral Remote Sensing were covered in the 

Tutorials. Expert Lectures were delivered on overviews of ISRO’s Re-

mote Sensing Missions and Planetary Remote Sensing by Mr Nilesh De-

sai, Director of Space Applications Centre, Ahmedabad and Dr Pra-

kash Chauhan, Director, Indian Institute of Remote Sensing, Dehradun.                         

The present Issue contains a full-fledged technical article on Machine 

Learning methods applied on analysis of planetary data, exhibiting 

enormous capabilities. 

 

The Interview Column of this issue contains enlightening answers to our 

questions on Polarimetric SAR. We are fortunate to have an eminent 

scientist Prof Yoshio Yamaguchi, as our interviewee. Prof Yamaguchi is 

the recipient of 2017 IEEE GRSS Distinguished Achievement Award for 

contributions to “Polarimetric Synthetic Aperture Radar Sensing & Im-

aging and Utilization”.  

 

Among other columns, this Newsletter proudly carries the column on 

Members’ Achievements. It is noteworthy that our Chapter Chairman 

Dr Shiv Mohan has been appointed as GRSS Regional Task Force for 

India 2021 and Chapter Coordinator Chair in IEEE Gujarat Executive 

Council for the year 2021.  

 

The preceding year had been an unfortunate year for our Chapter on 

another count – we have lost Prof Tanish Zaveri, a brilliant scientist and 

an active member of the Chapter. On behalf of our Newsletter, we 

convey our condolences to Prof Zaveri’s family.     

 

The Editorial Committee sincerely thanks Dr R Nandakumar for his  

generous guidance in our effort to prepare this Issue . 

 

Abhijit Sarkar, Editor 

Chairman 

Dr Shiv Mohan 

Vice Chairman 

Dr Aishwarya Narain 

Secretary  

Prof Parul Patel  

Treasurer  

Dr Anup Das  

Members’ Development  

Officer  

Prof Alpana Shukla  

IT and Website Manager  

Dr Suchit Purohit  

Dr Shaily Gandhi 

Women Scientists Outreach  

program: 

Prof Parul Patel, Convener  

Dr Maneesha Gupta 

Dr Abhijit Sarkar, Editor 

Mr Ashish Upadhyay 

Dr Anup Das 

Dr Suchit Purohit 
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As Chair of IEEE Geoscience and Remote Sensing Society (IEEE- GRSS) Gujarat Chapter,   I 

am pleased to remind you that the Society was established by a group of renowned sci-

entists and professionals of Gujarat region in the month of May 2013. Since then, the Soci-

ety is growing in terms of activities and strength. During the current year, activities of the 

Society were halted in the beginning of the year due to Covid-19 situation across the 

world.  Subsequently, a new norm was established for organizing the task in virtual mode. 

The Society adopted the virtual platform quickly and activities were in full swing subse-

quently, including joint programs with Japan and Indonesia. We also organized Interna-

tional India Geoscience and Remote Sensing Symposium in virtual mode during 1st to 4th 

December 2020. The Symposium organization was equally effective in terms of participation, quality of pa-

pers, state of art tutorials and other activities nearly similar to IGARSS. The Newsletter covers all the activities 

conducted during this year in a systematic manner. I congratulate the volunteers of the Chapter, organiz-

ing team of InGARSS for putting their efforts and time. I also congratulate the Editorial team for their efforts 

in bringing out the activities in the form of this Newsletter.   

Dr. Shiv Mohan 

Chairman, IEEE Gujarat Section Geoscience and Remote Sensing Society - Chapter 

Email: shivmohan.isro@gmail.com 

From Chairman’s Desk 

Dr. Shiv Mohan 

IEEE GRSS Promotional Video  

A promotional video for showcasing GRSS representative activates in different parts of the world has been 

uploaded recently on you tube channel. The link to the video is shown below: 

https://m.facebook.com/groups/IEEEGRSS/permalink/4010010509026455/?sfnsn=wiwspmo 

The new GRSS video:  https://lnkd.in/dByF73r It is featured on #AGU20 TV during American Geophysi-

cal Union (AGU). Some of the snapshots are given below:  

Dr Paolo Gamba, President, IEEE GRSS explain-

ing about IEEE GRSS Society 

Snapshot showing regional leaders in the be-

ginning of video 

Snapshot showing Indian community along with Dr Paul 

Rosen, Global Director, IEEE-GRSS  
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All India GRSS Chapter Chairs and Gujarat Chapter members’  

interaction Meeting 

 
A meeting between GRSS Gujarat chapter members and chairs from other Indian GRSS chapters was held 

on February 22, 2020 to discuss on the future activities of GRSS India and various proposals to be taken up 

during the current year. All members expressed satisfaction on the growth of GRSS in India and agreed on 

the activities planned during the forthcoming year. Other important issue discussed in the meeting was 

InGARSS 2020, planned during Dec 2020.  Overall progress of the activities was satisfactory. Dr Paul Rosen, 

Global Director was also present in the meeting. 

 

 

 

Events Reports 

Snapshots from the meeting in progress 

AdCom Meeting participation 

Details on the progress of GRSS in India was presented by Dr Shiv Mohan during the AdCom meeting, Feb-

ruary, 2020. The presentation conveyed the growth and progress of chapters and their contribution in en-

hancing the membership. Presentations also brought out the progress of InGARSS 2020. Following are few 

snapshots from the presentation materials showing the status and growth of the GRSS Indian Chapters . 

Glimpses of the GRSS chapters and members in 

India  
Glimpses of the activities carried out by GRSS 

chapters in India  
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Distinguished lecture Program on GeoAI: Applying Machine 

Learning and Deep Learning to Geospatial Data by  

Mr. Rohit Singh, ESRI 

As a part of Distinguished Lecture Program, IEEE-GRSS (Gujarat chapter) organized a webinar session on  

“GeoAI: Applying Machine Learning and Deep Learning to Geospatial Data" on   July 31, 2020 (5:00 pm 

to 6:30 pm -IST). The webinar was delivered by  Mr. Rohit Singh, who is the managing director of Esri's AI 

R&D Center at New Delhi. Rohit Singh leads the development of data science, deep learning and geo-

spatial AI solutions in the ArcGIS platform. Rohit is passionate about deep learning and its intersection 

with geospatial data and satellite imagery. He is a graduate of the Indian Institute of Technology, Kha-

ragpur, and has worked at computer vision startups and IBM before joining Esri. He conceptualized, de-

signed and developed ArcGISPython API, ArcObjects Java, ArcGIS Engine Java API and ArcGIS Enter-

prise (Linux). 

In his extremely engaging talk, he introduced the key concepts and the thin line of differences/inter-

relationship between Machine learning, Artificial Intelligence and Deep learning. This was followed by 

an indepth understanding of its application in the Geospatial domain, especially handling of computa-

tionally big and volumnious spatial datasets,  sturctured and unstructured data, etc. Along with the the-

orectical concepts and case studies, an extremely interactive demonstration of various AI & ML algo-

rithms in the ArcGIS environment was demostrated on the fly using jupyter notebooks, for thematic appli-

cations like identification of buliding footprints, damaged and undamaged ships, identification of road 

cracks & its types , and many such more. The session was highly enriching and practical oriented, thus 

allowing students and researchers to gain more techincal insights on this fast growing domain.  

 

With 300+ registrations, 173 participants activiely attended the webinar, which included scientis-

tists,industry prfoessionals,  students, faculty members and researchers from various parts of the globe 

namely India, UK, Brazil, Poland, Turkey, Morocco, Netherlands, Canada, Indonesia, US, Egypt, Bolivia, 

Keny, Nigeria, Myanmar, Nepal, Greece, Germany, Saudi Arabia, China, Malaysia, Phillipines, Israel, Aus-

tralia, Pakistan, Canada, Spain,Tunisia, Peru, Nigeria, UAE, Thailand, etc. Post the session, an interactive 

discussion followed.  

Screen capture of the session in progress 
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Distinguished Lecture Program on “Satellite Scatterometry: Winds, 

Vegetation and Ice by Dr David G. Long 
 

The distinguished lecture program of GRSS 

on “Satellite Scatterometry: Winds, Vegeta-

tion and Ice” by Dr. David G Long was orga-

nized on September 11, 2020 using virtual 

platform. Dr. David G Long is a faculty of the 

Electrical and Computer Engineering de-

partment (www.ee.byu.edu) at Brigham 

Young University (www.byu.edu).  Before this, 

he was employed at NASA's Jet Propulsion 

Laboratory (JPL) in the Radar Science and 

Engineering Section. He was responsible for 

the design and development of the NASA 

Scatterometer (NSCAT) system to measure 

ocean surface winds from space. NSCAT 

successfully flew aboard Japanese ADEOS 

spacecraft in 1996. He was a Group Leader 

in the Radar Systems Engineering Group at 

JPL were he supervised work on the design 

and analysis of spaceborne scatterometer 

and SAR systems including NSCAT, SIR-C, and 

Magellan. He was the original Experiment 

Manager for SCANSCAT (now known as Sea-

Winds, it was first launched in 1999 on 

QuikSCAT, again in 2003 on ADEOS-II, and 

again as RapidScat on the International 

Space Station in 2014). He has received sev-

eral NASA Award of Achievement and Team Recognition Awards. His research interests include micro-

wave remote sensing, spaceborne scatterometry, synthetic aperture radar, signal processing, polar ice, 

and mesoscale atmospheric dynamics. He is an associate editor for IEEE Geoscience and Remote Sensing 

Letters. He is a co-author of the textbook, F. Ulaby and D.G. Long, Microwave Radar and Radiometric Re-

mote Sensing, ISBN: 978-0-472-11935-6, University of Michigan Press, Ann Arbor, Michigan, 2013, available 

through Artech House and Amazon. 

Interaction meeting with CEPT University Geomatics students  

An interaction meeting was conducted virtual-

ly on August 14, 2020 for the students of M Tech 

(Geomatics) of CEPT University towards promot-

ing the activities of IEEE GRSS and bringing the 

benefits to the students. Meeting was orga-

nized by IEEE GRSS and coordinated by Dr. 

Dipak Samal, Assistant Professor at the faculty 

of Technology, CEPT University.  There were 43 

participants in the virtual meeting. Dr. Shiv Mo-

han informed the participants about IEEE and 

GRSS Society, which is one of the largest profes-

sional societies in the world. Dr Aishwarya Na-

rain informed the participants about the Col-

laborate program of society and its benefits to 

members. Dr Anup Das described various benefits of the society to its members and in particular to the 

student community. 

 

GRSS Gujarat chapter members Dr. Bindi Dave and Dr. Shaily Gandhi shared their experiences on how 

IEEE GRSS benefit to their professional growths as student and professional members of the society. It was 

proposed to continue such activities in the interests of the students and professionals of CEPT University, 

A screenshot of the meeting showing Dr. Aishwarya  

Narain, Vice-Chair, GRSS-Gujarat listening to the  

deliberations 

Screen capture of the presentation by Dr. David Long  
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 The topic of lecture was Satellite Scatterometry: Winds, Vegetation and Ice.  With brief introduction 

about the faculty, Dr. David Long presented his research work on Satellite scatterometry with applica-

tions related to winds, vegetation and ice.  Satellite scatterometers have been built and flown by several 

nations including, the U.S., ESA, India, and China. Due to coarse resolution of scatterometer, it becomes 

difficult to evolve land based applications. Reprocessing of data for enhanced resolution foot print of 

few km helps us to use the instrument for land applications. These enhanced resolution products makes it 

as a powerful instrument for   high resolution wind/rain estimation as well as in a variety of studies of polar 

ice and tropical vegetation. Dr. David Long brought out many applications related to winds, vegetation 

and Antarctic iceberg monitoring. There were about 70 participants from different countries attended 

the virtual lecture.  

 

Chapnet Program: jointly organized with MAPIN Indonesia 

Chapnet program is a joint activity between Gujarat-India, Japan and Indonesia. Through this program 

various activities have been planned for the benefit of the geoscience and remote sensing professionals 

from these countries. As the first activity of the chapnet program, webinar on SAR, Geology and Disaster 

Applications consisting three lectures by the speakers from India and Indonesia was organized on Sep-

tember 21, 2020. 

 

In this webinar, Dr Shiv Mohan, Chair, GRSS Gujarat chapter delivered lecture on the applications of SAR 

for disaster management. He brought out applications of different SAR sensors for flood detection in In-

dia. He also showed the importance of polarimetric and interferometric SAR for various applications in-

cluding flood, land subsidence and land stability using ALOS PALSAR and Sentinel-1 SAR. Dr. Syam’ani, S. 

Hut of Indonesia presented his contributions in Sentinel-1 SAR data analysis and discussed different radar 

based indices for burnt area detection. Dr. Estu Kriswati (PVMBG, Indonesia) presented on "Applications 

of SAR on studies related to Volcanoes " and demonstrated the use of Sentinel-1 SAR in assessing volcan-

ic deformations. The session was moderated by Dr. Anggoro K Widiawan of Indonesia. 

Poster showing speakers of Chapnet pro-

gram with Indonesia 

Screen capture of the presentation by Dr. Shiv Mohan  

Popular Lecture on the importance 

of GRSS Newsletter 
IEEE GRSS organizes lecture series covering various topics 

for the interest and growth of the chapters and the soci-

ety. GRSS Gujarat Chapter has been bringing out its own 

newsletter on regular basis since its inception. The news-

letter covers various activities of Gujarat chapter during 

the year of publications. Other features of the newsletter 

are: popular article showcasing applications of  technol-

ogy, a vision of the technical activities by global experts, 

News about space agencies, member’s professional updates. Also, important initiatives from chapter or 

members are highlighted. Among various 82 global chapters, IEEE GRSS Gujarat chapter is highlighted 

due to this unique feature of the chapter.  

Poster showing the announcement of the 

lecture 
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 In this regard, Dr. Shiv Mohan, Chair, GRSS Gujarat Chapter delivered virtual lecture on November 3, 2020 

to other global chapters on the importance of a chapter newsletter and its influence towards the growth 

of the society.  

 

Chapnet Expert lecture on NISAR 
Chapnet program between Gujarat (India), Indonesia and Japan Chapters of IEEE GRSS, realizing the 

importance of the forthcoming NASA-ISRO SAR mission, organized expert lecture on overview of NISAR 

mission by Dr Rajkumar, Deputy Director in SAC, ISRO and the Science lead of NISAR mission on Novem-

ber 18, 2020. Geoscience society professionals across these countries had desired to have this expert lec-

ture. Dr. Rajkumar in his lecture described the important mission characteristics, data acquisition plan 

and details of application plan for NISAR.  

 

ISRO and NASA are jointly developing a state of  

art L & S band SweepSAR, referred to as NISAR 

scheduled for launch in late 2022. The NISAR mis-

sion is expected to provide dual frequency 

space-borne SAR data with high resolution, larg-

er swath and high repeat cycle, with full-

polarimetric capability and Interferometric 

modes of operation for numerous scientific stud-

ies and host of applications.  The talk focused on 

the unique features of the NISAR mission as well 

as the various science studies and applications 

planned with the mission.  

Dr. Rajkumar also brought out specific ad-

vantages of NISAR, target areas, data plan and 

also availability of data to global community. He 

also described outreach activities of the project. There were 102 participants in the lecture. 

Poster showing announcement of expert lec-

ture by Dr. Rajkumar  

A snapshot of the virtual presentation showing 

NISAR overview 

https://www.ieee-grss-gujaratsection.org/

nisaroverview-drrajkumar  

Snapshot of presentation showing major  

Members’ meeting 
Meeting of the IEEE GRSS Gujarat Chapter’s profes-

sional and student members was held virtually on 

December 31, 2020 for planning future activities. 

Among various discussions, it was planned to con-

duct virtual tutorials for the students’ community on 

SAR image processing and applications in view of 

the recent developments in space-borne SAR mis-

sions and recent release of Chandrayaan-2 L&S 

band SAR data by ISRO for the Indian research com-

munity. Due to COVID-19 pandemic during 2020 the 

chapter could not organize any hands-on tutorial on SAR data analysis for its members. 

A screenshot of the meeting showing list of participants 
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InGARSS 2020 

The First India International Geoscience and Remote sensing conference (InGARSS 2020) was successfully 

organized during December 1-4, 2020 in Virtual mode at Ahmedabad, India. The theme of the confer-

ence was on Space Applications: Touching Human Lives.  InGARSS 2020 is the first International Symposi-

um in India supported by IEEE Geoscience and Remote Sensing Society in line with IGARSS, a flagship an-

nual conference of IEEE GRSS.  InGARSS 2020 provided an excellent platform for exchanging knowledge 

with the global community of scientists, engineers, and educators.  

Screenshot showing home page of InGARSS 2020 website  

On the first day of the symposium, six tutorials were organized on current topics of interests as given be-

low:  

 

Tutorial 1: SAR Polarimetry by Prof. Emeritus Yoshio Yamaguchi, Niigata University (Japan) and Prof. Carlos 

López-Martínez, Dept. of Signal Theory and Communications 

Tutorial 2: Random Forest Classification for Operational Land Cover Classification Using Multi-Sensor Re-

mote Sensing Data: Guidelines on Best Practice by Amir Behnamian and Sarah Banks Environment and 

Climate Change Canada. Koreen Millard, Carleton University 

Tutorial 3: Machine Learning in Remote Sensing by Ronny Hänsch, German Aerospace Center Germany)  

Tutorial 4: Reflectometry using GNSS and other Signals of Opportunity: A new paradigm for Earth Obser-

vation by Adriano Camps, UniversitatPolitècnica de Catalunya-Barcelona Tech, Spain 

Tutorial 5: Natural disasters and hazards monitoring using Earth Observation data by Dr. Ramona Pelich 

and Dr. Marco Chini, Luxembourg, Prof. Wataru Takeuchi, Japan, Dr. Young-Joo Kwak   Japan and Dr. 

Vitaliy Yurchenko, Norway 

Tutorial 6: High performance computing for hyperspectral RS information extraction by Antonio Plaza, 

Spain 

Inaugural Program 
 
The symposium was inaugurated through a virtual function organized on December 2, 2020 at 9:00 am 

IST. Dr. A S Kiran Kumar, Ex-Secretary Dept. of Space and Ex-Chairman, ISRO, who is currently Vikram 

Sarabhai Professor at ISRO, Bangalore and also a member of Space Commission, Government of India 

was the chief guest of the InGARSS 2020. At the beginning, Dr. Shiv Mohan, Chair, IEEE GRSS Gujarat 

chapter welcomed the participants and briefed about the content of the conference. He brought out 

the need for Indian edition of GRSS conference and mentioned about the high standard of technical 

contents of the conference. Dr. Paul Rosen, Director of Global Activities, IEEE-GRSS emphasized on the 

need and importance of the symposium for Indian region. He also talked about the bumpy road due to 

covid19 pandemic and appreciated the efforts and support from GRSS in attempting to emulate the 

conference in a way IGARSS takes place. Dr. David Kunkee, President-elect IEEE-GRSS addressed in the 

session by introducing IEEE GRSS and its activities to the participants. Dr. A S Kiran Kumar while inaugurat-

ing the conference, delivered the inaugural lecture with an emphasis on importance of remote sensing 

in India in addressing needs of the common man. In his talk, he brought out the efforts of ISRO and its  
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contributions towards bringing space technology in addressing the needs of various ministries of the Gov-

ernment of India. He thanked the organizers for organizing the conference with high quality of papers and 

state of art tutorials which would benefit the professionals and student community. Dr. Anup Das, Finance 

chair of InGARSS 2020 presented the vote of thanks. 

 

Clock-wise from top-left: Dr. Shiv Mohan, Dr. Paul Rosen Dr. A S Kirankumar and Dr. 

David Kunkee addressing during the inaugural session 

Snapshot showing few participants of the inaugural program  

The conference included nine technical sessions, expert talk session, special session on Industry, Women 

in Engineering (WIE) and young professionals. There were six tutorials on state of art topics covering theo-

ry to applications. These thematic sessions covered a wide range of topics on geosciences and remote 

sensing and allowed participants to share and discuss the research topics in greater details.  

Expert talk Session  
 
The unique expert session presented two invited talks by eminent technologist driving the earth and plan-

etary sciences in India. Following are some of the details of the talks: 
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Session-2: Big Data, Sensors and Data 

Analysis Method  

Talk title: Challenges of Remote Sens-

ing Data analysis in the artificial intelli-

gence era  

Expert: Prof Lorenzo Bruzzone, Univer-

sity of Trento, Italy  

Session-6:  UAV based remote  

sensing  

 

Talk title: UAV remote sensing tech-

nology with examples of North East  

Expert: Dr. PLN Raju, Director, NE-

SAC, Shillong  

Session-1: Agriculture and Hydrology  

 

Talk title:  Space based research on 

Agriculture and Hydrology in India 

Expert: Dr. Vinay Sehgal, Professor 

and Principal Scientist, Indian Agricultural Re-

search Institute (IARI), New Delhi  

Overview of Sensors for ISRO’s Re-

mote Sensing Mission by Shri Nilesh 

Desai, Director, SAC/ISRO, Ahmeda-

bad  

In sensing satellite this talk, Shri 

Nilesh Desai provided an overview 

of Indian remote missions and evolution of the 

satellite technology in India. He also brought out 

some technological breakthrough in the satellite 

technology that has shaped the current state of 

satellite remote sensing in India.  

Overview of Planetary Remote 

Sensing in India by Dr. Prakash 

Chauhan, Director, IIRS/ISRO, Deh-

radun  

In this talk, Dr. Prakash Chauhan 

provided an overview of our cur-

rent understanding on the nature and properties 

of Galilean satellites and various geo-physical 

processes acting on them obtained through var-

ious inter planetary missions. He presented few 

studies showing important contributions of Indian 

Technical sessions  
There were nine technical sessions that covered all the themes defined for the symposium. Each themat-

ic session was started by an invited talk by renowned experts in the field. Following are the list of the tech-

nical sessions and invited speakers: 

Session-7:  Hyperspectral Remote 

sensing  

Talk title: Thirty years of discovery 

with imaging spectroscopy and pro-

spects for the future  

Expert: Dr. Robert Green, JPL-NASA  

Session-4 : Artificial Intelligence in 

remote sensing  

Talk title: Living in the Physics – Ma-

chine Learning interplay for earth 

observation  

Expert: Prof Gusto Camps-Valls, Uni-

versitat de València, Spain  

Session-8: Atmosphere  

Talk title: Role of satellite based fore-

casting in weather forecasting,  

Dr Mrutyunjay Mohapatra, Director 

General, Indian Meteorological  

Department, New Delhi  

Session-3 : Land  

Talk title: Land Remote sensing for 

integrated urban flooding  

Expert: Prof Anupam K Singh, Direc-

tor, IITE, Indus University,  

Ahmedabad  

Session-9 : Forest, Environment and 

disaster  

Talk title: Three decades of forest 

cover mapping of India: An en-

deavor helping conservation of for-

est in country  

Expert: Dr. Subhash Ashutosh, Director General, 

Forest Survey of India, Dehradun  

Session-5 : Geoscience  

 

Talk title: Remote sensing of hydro-

logical cycle- Water budget of 

Ganga River Basin  

 

Expert: Dr. Virendra Tiwari, Director, CSIR-NGRI, 
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Young Professional 

event 

The YP talks involved beautiful 

insights about progressing ca-

reer with talks by Dr. Bindi Dave, 

CEPT University and Mr. Sid-

dharth Rajhans, UN, USA.  Dr. 

Dave discussed the importance 

of self-empowerment and the 

significance of learning subject 

matter while Mr. Rajhans put 

forward interesting thoughts 

about the practicability of en-

trepreneurship and the need to 

see entrepreneurship as a prob-

lem solving opportunity, instead 

of business. 

3MT Presentations: The 3MT presentations included two talks by Mr. Dharambhai Shah and Ms. Shweta 

Pokhariyal. Mr. Shah discussed about hyperspectral unmixing whereas Ms. Pokhariyal presented her work 

on detection of abiotic stress in wheat using crop simulation model, infrared thermometry and aerial 

photography in Tarai region of Uttarakhand. 

Women in Engineering 
 

The session was conducted by renowned panel-

ists Dr. Alexandra Posoldova from Australia and 

Dr. Alka Mahajan, Dr. Mini Ulanat from India. The 

speakers presented thought provoking and intri-

guing insights about the role of women in STEM, 

the challenges faced by them and possible op-

tions to address these challenges.  

There were 65 papers presented in these nine technical sessions. Authors of the papers represented 59 

institutions from India and 26 international institutions.  

 

Special sessions 
 

Industry session 
 
Keeping in view the recent changes in the 

policy of the Government of India in space 

related activities the industry session was 

organized with few pioneers in the field. A 

panel discussion on “Innovation is the key 

to growth of Geo-Spatial Industry” was or-

ganized with Mr. Agendra Sigh, President 

of Geospatial Industry in India and Dr. 

Mukund K. Rao, Chief Executive, C-SAG, 

Bangalore in the panel. However, Dr. 

Mukund K. Rao could not participate in the 

panel discussion due to other commit-

ments. 
A screen capture from the meeting 

A screen capture from the meeting  
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Sponsors 

 
InGARSS 2020 was co-sponsored by (1) Nascent Infotechnologies pvt. ltd (2) Scanpoint Geomatics ltd. (3) 

The Green Environment Services Co-op Society ltd and (4) The MG Science institute of Ahmedabad. The 

sponsors were allowed to present their advertisement material and product information at the end of the 

technical sessions. 

Concluding Session 
 
The symposium ended with the concluding session organized by Dr Raj Kumar, Chair, TPC. He expressed 

his satisfaction on quality of research contribution from India and abroad, which was clearly reflected in 

various thematic session. He also thanked various session organizers and speakers for their outstanding 

contributions in maintaining the quality of the conference at highest level. He thanked all the lead 

speakers, expert session speakers from India and abroad for their presentation on the theme covering all 

latest updates.  He also thanked members of organizing committee of InGRSS 2020 for their tireless efforts 

and support in making the first ever IEEE GRSS supported conference in India, a grand success. 

Screen grab of some of the participants of the concluding session  
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Yoshio Yamaguchi received BE degree in electronics engineering 

from Niigata University, Niigata, Japan, in 1976 and ME and Dr. Eng. 

degrees from Tokyo Institute of Technology, Tokyo, Japan, in 1978 and 

1983, respectively. He is a Professor Emeritus and Fellow of Niigata Uni-

versity after his retirement in 2019. He is also an invited researcher at 

National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology 

(AIST), Japan.  

 

He had been with Faculty of Engineering, Niigata University during 

1978-2019 as Assistant Professor, Associate Professor, and Professor, 

where he had engaged in the research of electromagnetic wave 

propagation in tunnels, in lossy media, FMCW radar for short range 

sensing. From 1988 to 1989, he was a Research Associate at the Uni-

versity of Illinois at Chicago, where he learned basic polarimetry under the guidance of Prof. Wolfgang 

M. Boerner. His interests moved toward the fields of radar polarimetry, microwave scattering, scattering 

power decomposition and imaging. He has published more than 110 journal papers, 3 books, 4 book 

chapters, and more than 300 conference proceedings.  

Dr. Yamaguchi has served as Chair of IEEE Geoscience & Remote Sensing Society (GRSS) Japan Chap-

ter (2002–03), Chair of International Union of Radio Science Commission F Japan Committee (URSI-F) 

Japan (2006–2011), Associate Editor for Asian affairs of GRSS Newsletter (2003–07), and Technical Pro-

gram Committee (TPC) Co-Chair of the 2011 IEEE International Geoscience and Remote Sensing Sym-

posium (IGARSS). He is a Life Fellow of IEEE and a Fellow of the Institute of Electronics, Information and 

Communication Engineers (IEICE), Japan, and a recipient of 2008 IEEE GRSS Education Award “in recog-

nition of significant educational contributions to Geoscience and Remote Sensing Society” and 2017 

IEEE GRSS Distinguished Achievement Award “for contributions to Polarimetric Synthetic Aperture Radar 

Sensing & Imaging and its Utilization”. 

An Interview with Prof Yoshio Yamaguchi 
 

Ed - The present decade is expected to witness not only Stand-alone SAR Missions, but also Constellation 

of small satellites with SAR missions. Invite your comments on research prospects of SAR Polarimetry in 

the light of the above development over the horizon. 

 

YY - In principle, multiple data acquisitions are desirable for precise measuring the earth cover. Further-

more, polarimetric data can capture the detailed scattering information from object than dual-pol and 

single-pol data. Although polarimetric SAR has been carried out by stand-alone SAR mission up to now, 

the constellation mission by polarimetric SAR will bring all necessary information for radar remote sens-

ing. The data by constellation will provide scattering matrices for PolSAR, PolInSAR, Tomo-PolSAR, and so 

on. They include all necessary information for radar remote sensing and bring us ultimate data set for 

precisely monitoring the earth. One example of time-series data over Darjeeling, India is displayed, 

where the change can be well detected by polarimetry. Similar data sets can be available for polari-

metric SAR constellation. 

Interview with Prof. Yoshio Yamaguchi  

Fig. 1 ALOS2-scattering power decomposition images over Darjeeling, India.  Data acquisition on  

Nov. 5, 2014 and May 4, 2016. 
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From this basic principle, Fully polarized (Quad-pol) 

data acquisition is highly recommended rather than 

HCP data acquisition. This is because the infor-

mation contained in the FP (9) is larger than that of 

HCP (4). HCP has essentially dual-polarization data. 

For example, if left handed circular polarization is 

transmitted, the scattering data received in HCP is 

Comparing the information obtained from these data 

sets, the resultant numbers can be summarized in Table 

1. Independent number of acquisition data is 1 for single 

polarization, 3 for dual polarization, and 5 for quad-

polarization. These acquisition data behaves somewhat 

like snapshot data. We often use statistical data for re-

trieving object information. Then we formulate covari-

ance or coherency matrix.  

 

The number of independent parameters in the covariance matrix becomes 1 for single-pol, 4 for dual-pol, 

and 9 for quad-pol as shown in Table 1.  

Fig. 2  SAR data dimension  

Ed - Several SAR missions, including the recent Constellations are adopting HCP (Hybrid Compact Polarim-

etry) instead of FP (Fully polarised) approach. What is your assessment of HCP for applications in Environ-

mental Monitoring?  

         Table 1 Comparison of data dimension        

The ensemble averaged covariance matrix becomes 

  

It is impossible to extract scattering matrix data,  , with 5 real-valued unknowns from 

this 2x2 covariance matrix with 4 real parameters. Therefore Quad-pol cannot be substituted by HCP. 

 

As regards range resolution, swath width, etc are concerned, HCP has advantages over FP data because 

of dual-pol mode acquisition. The difference comes from the maximum data transmission rate from satel-

lite to ground station. They are completely different aspect of radar data. They should be discussed in a 

different topic rather than data itself.  

  

In summary, Quad-pol is highly recommended as claimed by Prof. Emeritus Wolfgang-Martin Boerner for 

many years.  

 

Ed - A lot of sensors used for Earth Observations operate in optical spectral bands (e.g. LIDARs). Do you 

think some of the novel concepts using Polarisation for Microwave Radars, can be extrapolated to the op-

tical counterparts?  

 

YY - Yes, of course. The principle of polarimetry in optics is called ellipsometry. The basic concepts are the 

same, except for the origin of the coordinates. The origin of coordinate is located in radar for microwave, 

on the other hand, the origin is located on the target in optics. Similar polarization concept can be applied 

to optical data sets. Dr. Shane Cloude (AEL) is one of the experts in both fields. 

 

Ed - There has been increasing manifestations of climate change in different spheres around us. There is a 

need to capture these manifestations accurately with advanced technology. What additional infor-

mation, according to you, can be obtained by Polarimetric (and Interferometric) radars?   

 

YY - It is well known that global warming causes various damages around us, including local heavy rain, 

strong typhoon or cyclone, landslide, mudslide, flooding, etc. The land cover changes can be captured 

by time-series polarimetric SAR data with scattering mechanism change. The main force for global  
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Ed - Scope for research between scientists working in 

Universities and Research Labs in Japan and India. 

Please also indicate International For a in which sci-

entists and students of both countries can collabo-

rate on SAR. 

 

YY - Research interaction between or among univer-

sities and research labs are very important and man-

datory issue. The goal of university research is related 

to education, whereas the goal of labs is rather ori-

ented to produce good result. The difference is very 

important, which brings different ideas and values. 

Basic theoretical issues should be analysed in univer-

sities, and practical results with operating issues are 

better pursued at research labs or organizations. 

Countries' collaboration is also desirable for achiev-

ing unexpected and fruitful results. Good and bad 

experiences can be exchanged for further ad-

vanced SAR developments. 

 

Ed - Your Book entitled “Polarimetric  SAR Imaging: Theory and Applications” has been an excellent treatise 

in the concepts of SAR Data and their applications.  Will appreciate it if you share some of your research 

and academic plans for 2021 with our readers.   

 

YY - Yes, I am honoured to offer my works at any time. I have presented SAR Polarimetry at InGARSS Tutorial 

on Dec. 1, 2020.  

 

Additional Information: ALOS1 Quad-pol data and image download is available at 

https://gsrt.airc.aist.go.jp/landbrowser/index.html 

ALOS2 Quad-pol image viewing is available at  

https://landbrowser.airc.aist.go.jp/polsar/index.html  

My excellent colleague, Dr. and Associate Professor Gulab Singh at Indian Institute of Technology Bombay, 

will also assist me and serve your purpose. He stayed in my lab during 2010-2014. 

 

Gulab Singh, Dr.-Eng., Ph.D. 

Associate Professor  

Cryosphere & Radar Polarimetry Lab 

Centre of Studies in Resources Engineering 

Indian Institute of Technology Bombay  

Powai, Mumbai-76, India 

Tel:+91-22-25767656(O) 

Fax:+91-22-25723190(O) 

URL http://www.csre.iitb.ac.in/gulab/ 

**************************************** 

Yoshio Yamaguchi 

Prof. Emeritus and Fellow 

Faculty of Engineering, Niigata University 

950-2181 Japan 

 

Invited Researcher at AIST.go.jp 

IEEE Life Fellow 

yamaguch@emeritus.niigata-u.ac.jp 

warming is an increase of CO2 in the air. To reduce CO2 in the air, more important issue is to protect forest 

in a good condition against deforestation. Deforestation can be easily detected by polarimetric radar. For 

example, see the ALOS-PALSAR scattering power decomposition image in Fig. 3. We can immediately 

identify the forest-cut area by blue color caused by surface scattering. 

Fig. 3  Deforestation change. RGB color coding is 

used to show Blue: Surface scattering by forest cut, 

Green: Volume scattering by forest, Red: Double 

bounce scattering by tall tree trunk structure. 
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Technical Article 
Leveraging Machine Learning Methods for analysis of Lunar 

data 
Dr. Suchit Purohit, Department of Computer Science, Gujarat University 

Suchit.s.purohit@ieee.org 

Figure 1 : Crater Detection through Template Figure 2:  Crater Detection through AdaBoost 

In the last decade, machine learning has emerged as one of the most promising complements to tradi-

tional data analysis and modelling methods in addressing the challenges associated in the field of data 

rich planetary science. Ranging from its applicability in planning trajectories, Earth and laboratory analog 

studies, initial landing site selection, evaluation of mission architecture, automated content-based alerts, 

onboard detection and summarization, autonomous targeting and finally for data analysis, the contribu-

tion of machine learning is evident and well established in every phase of mission life cycle. This article fo-

cuses on leveraging machine learning methods for analysis of huge volume of data from missions. The 

scope of this article is primarily detection, characterization, and classification for systematic and automatic 

analysis of most ubiquitous components found on the surface of any planetary body: Impact craters. The 

most promising applications of machine learning with Impact craters as the subject is automation of their 

detection and classification process. Current literature has demonstrated their superiority over manual 

methods. This article briefs about the existing approaches applied for the same.  

Automatic crater detection algorithms 

Owing to the fact that the high volume as well as resolution of data acquired from planetary missions 

makes manual extraction of craters tedious and time consuming, suffers from perceptual biasness, the 

most sought area employing machine learning is development of efficient algorithms for detecting the 

craters present in the input image and inform about their location and diameter referred to as CDA or 

crater detection algorithm. Recent studies have established that CDA based on machine learning princi-

ples, are robust enough for actual application because of a large variety of crater forms, diversity  of  

backgrounds as well as  have advantage of detecting craters at sub-km level compliant to high resolution 

data availability [1]. 

Machine learning facilitates crater detection as a binary classification problem which assigns given image 

to crater/non-crater class. In a learning phase, the training set of images containing craters labelled by 

domain experts is fed to an algorithm. In the detection phase, the previously trained algorithm on the basis 

of features extracted detects craters in a new, unlabeled set of images. The CDAs employing machine 

learning are different from each other according as type of features extracted and nature of classifier em-

ployed. Whereas the features utilized in these algorithms vary from pixel intensities to texture features; the 

classifiers employed are one or combinations from Logistic Regression, Naive Bayes Classifier, Nearest 

Neighbor, Support Vector Machines, Decision Trees, Boosted Trees, Random Forest, and Neural Networks.  

Template matching algorithm is one of the pioneer and efficient approach in which the algorithm trains 

itself from set scaled templates that are compressed using PCA or SVD and then normalized correlation 

between image patches and template members is found and where the max correlation exceeds a 

threshold, crater is recorded(Figure 1) (Magee, 2003), [2], [3], [4]. [5] and [6]. [7] demonstrated that simple  
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 image texture features proposed by Papageorgiou [8]

are effective in discriminating between craters and 

non-crater objects when coupled to a boosting algo-

rithm demonstrated by [9]. The classifier used Ada-

boost combines a number of most discriminative single

-feature weak classifiers into a sole, strong classifier Fig-

ure 2. Its efficiency can be increased significantly by 

providing a compact set of crater candidates, to re-

duce an exhaustive search as proposed by [10]. 

(Bandeira, Ding, & Stepinski, 2012) tested this tech-

nique for its effectiveness on DEM as well as panchro-

matic images and was successful in identifying sub-km 

craters in case of images and large craters in case of 

DEM (Figure 3). (Ding, 2011), proposed boosting with 

feature selection framework which constructed image gradient texture features from crater candidates for 

rapid feature extraction [12]. In their work in 2013, they proposed new method on feature selection by inte-

grating LASSO with Bayesian Classifier to select strongly relevant features[13]. [14] incorporated transfer 

learning to feature selection and classifier induction in order to minimize training for application of CDA to 

heterogeneous planetary surface. The technique transfers knowledge from old training site to new unseen 

site. In their subsequent work in 2012, they employed SOM as active learning tool to reduce training sets. 

The active learning is designed to point out sub windows in a new image that are not present in the train-

ing set so that an analyst can add them to the training set to maintain the accuracy [15]. Salamuniccar 

proposed a CDA based on fuzzy edge detectors and Radon/Hough transform utilizing digital topography 

data instead of image data and produced crater catalogs for Mars (GT- 115225); Moon(60645)craters Ve-

nus (345) Mercury(6622 craters) An efficient CDA was proposed in [16] that utilizes sparse coded SIFT fea-

tures combined with SVM employing a semi supervised approach. Since SIFT demands huge memory re-

quirement, a two-phase process in which crater candidates are identified and SIFT features are extracted 

only for these identified areas. This drastically reduces memory and processing requirements yet outper-

forming in terms of accuracy as well as robustness against noise, occlusion, different viewing angles, and 

various illumination effects. 

Automatic crater Classification algorithms 

 Recently developed object-based classification methods have proved their  superiority over  traditional 

pixel based classification techniques for remote sensing data [17].While pixel based classification is based 

solely on the spectral information in each pixel, object-based classification are based on spectral proper-

ties (i.e., color), size, shape, and texture, as well as context from a neighborhood surrounding the group of 

pixels called objects.  With the availability of large volumes of data through ever growing missions, progress 

in computational resources in form of GPU and cloud-based computing and advancements in algorithms, 

machine learning has emerged as the most efficient tool for object-based classification as it nearly mimics 

the type of analysis done by humans during visual interpretation. Machine learning algorithms have rela-

tive strength over rule-based methods for performing classification when the objects undergoing classifica-

tion are separable under distinct features. In context to impact craters as subject, machine learning has 

been explored to classify a given crater image/DEM into one of the predefined classes providing another 

dimension to algorithms involving craters i.e. CCA or Crater Classification Algorithms. Craters differ from 

each other in terms of morphology, age, composition    and    origin.    Several    classification    schemes 

have been proposed to differentiate between the craters.    Table 1    summarizes    various    classification    

schemes involving the criteria used, number and name of classes. Crater classification approach employ-

ing machine learning involves extraction of discriminative features of shape, dimensions, morphometry etc. 

subsequently fed to a classifier namely knn, SVM, decision tree, k-means clustering etc.   

Morphology based classification  

A machine learning based approach for automated classification of the craters based on their morpholo-

gy (simple, complex, basins, central dome, multi-ring etc.)  was presented in [16].The proposed approach 

utilizes  sparsely coded SIFT representation of crater image along with SVM classification hence offering a 

semi-supervised classification framework which does not demand much of training data and gives accu-

rate results even when distribution of training and test data is different. Use of SIFT features make the ap-

proach robust in presence of noise, occlusion, different3D viewing angle, transformations and various illu-

mination effects (Figure 4). Determining class of craters enables to establish the spatial correlation of mor-

phology on different planetary bodies.  

Figure 3: Crater Detection through Ada-

Boost with Haar Features on DEM 
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Preservation state based 

classification  

A novel approach for auto-

matically classifying a crater 

image into one of its preser-

vation   states namely  fresh, 

floor-fractured and   degrad-

ed was proposed in [18] . The 

parameters that allow sepa-

ration of FFCs from the other 

two classes are identified as 

depth-to-diameter ratio and 

those parameters quantizing 

rim degradation degree, 

namely measures of elonga-

tion of boundary S2); lumpi-

ness of rim (S3); roughness of 

elevation (Re) and roughness 

of radii (Rr). The required pa-

rameters are measured auto-

matically through in-house developed program[19]. The parameters are fed to a decision tree algorithm 

with d/D ratio as root to provide decision between fresh and degraded craters and further at next level of 

tree, boundary degraded and elongation were used to make decision between floor-fractured and de-

graded crater. The decision on preservation state provides an insight to craters that exhibit ambiguous to-

pographies to test whether they were formed by impact erosion or igneous modification.  

S.No. Discriminative Criteria No. of Classes 

 1 shape 4; Simple bowl-shaped, uplifted, flat-based, concentric 

 2 rim diameter 4; Simple, Complex, Peak ring basins, Multiring basins 

 3 Shape and diameter 
7; Simple, bowl-shaped, flat-based, central-uplifted, concen-

tric, complex and lunar mare remnant 

 4 clarity of boundaries 5; Clearly visible to barely visible 

 5 
spatial patterns and crater 

scale 
7; primary ,13 atypical types of lunar impact craters. 

 6 
crater margin, wall structure 

and floor types 

18 types further sub-divided into 5 types based on degree of 

erosion 

 7 Shape, Depth and Density 2; Primary and Secondary 

Table 1: Crater Classification Schemes 

Figure 4: Outperformance of SIFT features 

Figure 5: Values of d/D for selected craters from 

each class 

Figure 6: Values of shape parameters for select-

ed craters 

Furthermore, the potential of machine learning algorithms in automatically predicting the class of a Floor-

fractured crater has been demonstrated in [20]. Diameter, orientation of fractures (Figure 7 and Figure 8) 

convexity, wall ,ppresence/absence of moats was has been identified as features to train machine learn-

ing algorithms .The accuracy was tested using different classifiers like SVM (using linear), SVM (using radial 

basis function), KNN (K- nearest neighbour), Decision tree and Random forest and SVM with radial basis is 

found to be most accurate.  
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Primary vs. Secondary crater classification  

Secondary craters are formed due to ejected fragments during impact process. They need to be separat-

ed from primary craters to reduce uncertainty in age determination of planetary surfaces through CSFD 

method. Analysis of secondary craters also provides insights into impact characteristics of parent crater. 

The secondary craters can be distinguished from the primary one on the basis of their shape, depth and 

density1. They are present in the form of clusters and chains; have irregular shape more or less close to el-

liptical shape and are shallower than primary craters of comparable diameter. They also exhibit interfer-

ence features such as septa and mounds. The distinctiveness of secondary craters makes machine learn-

ing a potential tool for their identification. An  approach for automated classification of secondary craters 

in presented  [20]. The features for quantifying the discrimination are identified as Shape: Eccentricity, ir-

regularity and rim integrity; Depth: Standard deviation of rim elevation and depth-to-diameter ratio; Densi-

ty: Spatial distribution patterns of secondary craters. The primary craters were found to exhibit lower ec-

centricity, irregularity whereas higher rim integrity values. The standard deviation of rim elevation and 

depth-to-diameter ratio for secondary craters is higher than that of primary craters of same diameter. The 

quantitative values of shape and depth features spans over a range varying as per diameter of the crater. 

The features were extracted for 1000(diameter>20km) with primary craters as positive sample and second-

ary craters as negative samples. Different machine learning algorithms were trained and performance 

was compared wherein the random forest classifier was found to perform best on validating with manually 

detected craters. 

Conclusion 

A brief outline of machine learning methods for detection and classification of impact craters presented. 

This is just one of the enormous capabilities of machine learning with potential of applicability in planetary 

science domain. The article points out that with the capability of quickly applied to large volumes of data, 

ML can be employed as a tool leading to groundbreaking findings in planetary science. In recognition of 

the novelty of these methods to the this, concise efforts are needed to ensure integration and applicability 

of machine learning methods in planetary science. This calls for an ecosystem containing varied compo-

nents in terms of funding, educational resources, interdisciplinary research support and machine learning 

triggered software and hardware onboard spacecrafts.  
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REMEMBRANCE  
 

IEEE-GRSS Gujarat pays tribute to its esteemed member Dr. Tanish Zaveri, 

who passed away untimely on July 05, 2020.   

 

Tanish Zaveri received his BE degree in Electronics Engineering from Sardar 

Vallabhbhai Regional College of Engineering, Surat in 1998, M.Tech degree 

in Biomedical Engineering from IIT-Bombay in 2005 and Ph.D. degree in 

Computer Engineering from SVNIT, Surat in 2010. He was working as profes-

sor in the Electronics and Communication Engineering Department of the 

Institute of Technology, Nirma University, Ahmedabad since 2000. He was 

the principal investigator of several research projects funded by ISRO and 

GUJCOST. He was senior member of IEEE Signal Processing Society and IEEE 

GRSS society and Life member of Indian Society of Technical Education, 

Computer Society of India, IETE, Indian Society of Remote Sensing (ISRS) and Indian Unit for Pattern 

Recognition and Artificial Intelligence (IUPRAI).  He contributed significantly in the research areas of 

multi polarized SAR and hyperspectral image processing, biomedical imaging, video processing and 

multimedia systems. Dr. Tanish Zaveri will be fondly remembered for this warmth, kindness and enthusi-

asm in societal activities.  

T A N I S H   Z A V E R I

May 23, 1975 - July 05, 2020
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Satellites Launched :  

a.1 GSAT-3: Launched by Ariane-5 on January 17. It is a Replacement to INSAT-4A. Provides Communica-

tion in Ku Band over Indian mainland and Islands and in C-Band with extended coverage covering 

Gulf & Asian Countries and Australia.   

a.2 EOS-01: Launched by PSLV-C49 on 7th November. Previously known as RISAT-2BR2, EOS-01 is an earth 

observation satellite, carrying an active SAR (Synthetic Aperture Radar) imager to provide continuity of 

service for RISAT-2. It will provide, all-weather as well as day-and-night observations, for applications in 

agriculture, forestry, soil moisture monitoring, geology, sea ice, coastal monitoring, flood monitoring 

and also for military surveillance. Nine more satellites from Lithuania (1), Luxembourg (4) and USA (4) 

were also launched under a commercial arrangement with New Space India Limited (NSIL). 

a.3 CMS-01: Launched by PSLV-C50, on 17th December, it will provide communication services in Extended 

C Band, covering Indian mainland, Andaman-Nicobar & Lakshadweep Islands.  The satellite will pro-

vide telecommunication services including television, tele-education, tele-medicine, and disaster man-

agement support. 

NAVIC Related Activities :  

b.1  SAC-ISRO provided Technical Knowhow to many companies for development of NAVIC Receiver 

Chipsets for use in mobiles. It will enhance the geolocation capabilities of smartphones using NAVIC, 

within the coverage region of NavIC.  It will provide Location Based Services in India, without de pend-

ing on GPS. 

b.2 In April 2020, NavIC L5 has been incorporated in the Radio Technical Commission for Maritime Services 

      (RTCM) standard 10403.3 for differential GNSS applications. These developments will enable the   

      utilisation of NavIC in the fields of maritime navigation, surveying, geodesy, etc. 

b.3 International Maritime Organisation (IMO) has recognized NavIC as a component of the World-Wide 

      Radio Navigation System (WWRNS), in its 102nd meeting of Maritime Safety Committee of IMO (MSC- 

      102) held in November 2020.The committee stated that NavIC meets the operational requirements to 

      assist in navigation of ships in ocean waters within the area covered by 550 E to 1100 Longitude and 50 

       To 500 Latitude.  

 

GAGANYAN Related Activities: 

 

c.1 Training of Astronauts : The training of 4 Indian astronauts for the ambitious manned space mission had 

started early this year in Russia. The 4 astronauts, shortlisted for the mission are undergoing a rigorous 11 

months training which will complete training in the first quarter of 2021. The Indian cosmonauts are un-

dergoing training at the Gagarin Cosmonaut Training Center following the courses of the general 

space training program and the systems of the Soyuz MS crewed spacecraft. 

 

c.2 Development Activities : ISRO’s heavy lift launcher, GSLV MkIII is identified for the Gaganyaan Mission 

and the process for human rating of GSLV MkIII is in progress. In order to human rate the booster, many 

new design features have been introduced in the hardware. In yet another successful industry collabo-

ration, the first critical booster segment of the motor case with a diameter of 3.2 meter, 8.5 meter in 

length and weighing 5.5 tons has been indigenously developed and delivered by Larson &Toubro to 

ISRO. The launcher will use two HS200 solid propellant strap on boosters to provide the huge amount of 

thrust required for lift off. These critical boosters, comprising of 3 segments of 3.2 Meter diameter and 

totaling to 20 Meters length are manufactured at Walchandnagar industries Ltd (WIL). WIL has come 

up with state of art facility for proof pressure testing, a critical test for evaluating the integrity of seg-

ments. The testing is carried out hydraulically by filling the segments with oil and gradually subjecting 

them to very high internal pressure, simulating the functional parameters. The stresses developed are 

monitored and after analysis of results, the segment is cleared for dispatch to SHAR, Shriharikota for pro-

pellant filling. WIL is the first in the country to have this facility. Amidst all the obstructions triggered by 

the pandemic & unabated that rains at Walchandnagar, the dedicated team realized this project 

within 15 months. 
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 d) Chandrayan 2 Orbiter Status : 

 

The Orbiter, completed one year on 20th August, 2020 and all its instruments are working fine. The orbiter is 

being maintained in 100 +/- 25 km polar orbit with periodic orbit maintenance (OM) maneuvers. So far, 17 

OMs are carried out since achieving 100 km lunar orbit on 24th September 2019. There is adequate 

onboard fuel to remain operational for about seven more years. 

 

e) ASTROSAT Status : 

 

India’s first ever multi-wavelength astronomical observatory AstroSat completed five years of operations on 

September 28, 2020, marking a successful run of imaging celestial objects in space. In its tenure, the obser- 

vatory by ISRO has managed to make 1,166 observations of 800 unique celestial sources to date,  pro-

posed by scientists from both India and abroad. In its five years of operation, AstroSat has ex-

plored numerous stars and star clusters. In addition, it has mapped large and small satellite galaxies of the 

Milky Way called ‘Magellanic Clouds’. Thanks to Ultra-Violet Imaging Telescope (UVIT), AstroSat was able 

to identify extreme-UV light from a galaxy far far away. The newfound galaxy is located 9.3 billion light -

years away from Earth, so far that its UV emissions even escaped detection from NASA’s Hubble Space Tel-

escope earlier. 

 

f) Shukrayan Mission : 

 

ISRO has short-listed 20 space-based experiment proposals, including from France, for its proposed Ve-

nus orbiter mission 'Shukrayaan' to study the planet for more than four years. These include 

"collaborative contributions" from Russia, France, Sweden and Germany, ISRO was earlier considering 

June, 2023 for the country's first mission to Venus. Future launch opportunity is either in 2024 or 2026.  

 

g) Other ISRO Activities : 

 

g.1 An independent nodal agency, Indian National Space Promotion and Authorization Centre (IN-

SPACe), under DOS (Department of Space was created under Department of Space for allowing space 

activities and usage of DOS owned facilities by Private Companies as well as to prioritise the launch mani-

fest. 

g.2  A second Launching Station by ISRO is coming up at Kulasekarapattinam, near Thoothukudi, in Tamil 

Nadu. As per the request of Department of Space, Government of Tamil Nadu has identified the Land. At 

present one Launch Pad is proposed. 

g.3  In view of ever-growing population of space Debris and the recent trend towards mega-

constellations, Space Situational Awareness (SSA) has become an integral and indispensable part of safe 

and sustainable space operations. Recognising the need for dedicated efforts to tackle the emerging 

challenges of operating in an exceedingly crowded and contested space domain, Directorate of Space 

Situational Awareness and Management (DSSAM) has been established at ISRO.  

 

h) ISRO and Private Companies Cooperation : 

h.1 Department of Space (DOS) signed in December an agreement with Chennai based small Rocket 

Company, “Agnikul Cosmos pvt, Ltd.” to access the facilities and technical expertise available in various 

ISRO Centres, to proceed with their Launch Vehicle/Rocket development Programme. This is the first of its 

kind agreement to be signed after the establishment of IN-SPACe.  

h.2 Syzygy Space Technologies Pvt. Ltd, commonly known as Pixxel, signed up with NSIL, to launch its first 

Remote Sensing Satellite using ISRO’s PSLV, early 2021. Pixxel plans to have its Firefly constellation consisting 

of 30 small Earth Observation Satellites by the end of 2022.  

 

Chandrayaan-2 Data Released for Public 
Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO) released the first 

set of data from the Chandrayaan-2, India’s second mission 

to the Moon, for wider public use through the PRADAN portal 

hosted by Indian Space Science Data Center (ISSDC) in  

December 2020.  The mission has eight scientific instruments 

including X-ray, optical, hyper-spectral, active and passive 

microwave sensors. The data archived at the Indian Space Science Data Center in Bylalu, near Bengaluru 

is prepared in the standard, globally followed Planetary Data System 4 (PDS4) format for public release. 

Users can visit the ISSDC portal https://www.issdc.gov.in for more information about the mission payloads 

and download the data using https://pradan.issdc.gov.in  

(Source: https://www.isro.gov.in/chandrayaan2-latest-updates, dated Dec 24, 2020)  
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Members’ Achievements  

Indranil Misra received his B.E. (Information Technology; Gold Medalist) degree from 

Madhav Institute of Technology and Science, Gwalior, India and M.Sc. (Software System) 

from Birla Institute of Technology and Science, Pilani, India in 2007 and 2013, respectively. 

Presently he is working as a Scientist/Engineer at the Space Applications Centre, ISRO, 

Ahmedabad. His responsibility includes algorithm design and software solutions develop-

ment for image processing and computer vision across multiple remote sensing instru-

ments. He has contributed significantly in remote sensing data processing techniques 

development for multi-temporal image registration, multi-sensor image fusion and topographic correc-

tion models for improving the radiometry of remote sensing images.  

Dr. Dipak R. Samal received his Ph.D. degree from IIT Bombay and Post-doc from ATEEE, 

Bengaluru. He is an assistant professor and coordinator of the M.Tech Geomatics program 

at the Faculty of Technology, CEPT University, Ahmedabad. His area of interest includes 

Geospatial Analysis, Spatial Statistics, Image Processing, Statistical Programming, Photo-

grammetry and Hydrology. He has attended and presented papers in various national/

international conferences in India and abroad. Also, he has published research papers 

and book chapters in his area of interest. He is passionate about exploring open source 

teaching and learning tools for geospatial technology. 

Member’s Corner 

NEW MEMBERS 

K. Durga Prasad received his M.Sc. degree from Andhra University, Visakhapatnam, M.Phil. 

from JNTU, Hyderabad and Ph.D. in Planetary Sciences from Physical Research Laboratory 

(PRL), Ahmedabad. He has nearly 16 years of Research Experience in the fields of Space 

Science and Planetary Science & Exploration with 11 years of experience at PRL. His re-

search work involves laboratory experiments under simulated planetary environments, nu-

merical modelling and satellite payload development/instrumentation. His current re-

search work involves understanding the thermophysical behaviour of the Moon by means 

of experimental studies and numerical modelling. Current research work also includes understanding of 

upper atmosphere dynamics of Mars/Venus, development of instruments for in situ investigations of sur-

face and atmosphere of Moon, Mars and other planetary bodies.  His idea of “Wireless Sensor Networks 

(WSN)” as a potential tool for  lunar studies has been widely acclaimed by the planetary science commu-

nity and has been recognized by the Times of India newspaper and the NATURE India magazine. He is an 

Investigator of ChaSTE (Chandra’s Surface Thermosphysical Instrument) instrument of Chandrayaan-2 and 

Chandrayaan-3 Lander. He is a recipient of LPI Career Development Award for the year 2016 and has 

authored/ coauthored nearly 40 peer reviewed research articles. 

Dr. Shiv Mohan, IEEE Senior Member and 

Chair, IEEE-Gujarat Section GRSS Chap-

ter has been appointed as GRSS Re-

gional Task Force for India 2021 and 

Chapter Coordinator Chair in IEEE-

Gujarat Executive Council for the year 

2021. IEEE-GRSS Gujarat congratulates 

Dr. Shiv Mohan for his achievements. 

GRSS Gujarat Chapter member Pooja 

Shah was selected as one of the GRSS 

Social Media Ambassadors (SMA) from 

India. As SMA her role includes sharing 

updates, event, achievements and 

technical contribution to the IEEE GRSS 

society on social media handles of IEEE 

GRSS. She has also contributed as ses-

sion manager for IGARSS 2020 and InGARSS 2020. IEEE-

GRSS Gujarat congratulates Ms. Pooja Shah for her 

achievements.  

GRSS Gujarat Chapter member Neha 

Sharma was awarded for (1) academic 

excellence, (2) best Capstone project 

and (3) distinguished student by CEPT 

university, Ahmedabad for outstanding 

academic and extracurricular perfor-

mances during the academic year 

2020. She was also selected as Program Ambassador of 

Geomatics Program in CEPT University and contributed 

as session manager for IGARSS 2020. IEEE-GRSS Gujarat 

congratulates Ms. Neha Sharma for her achievements. 

GRSS Gujarat Chapter member Het 

Mitesh Thakkar of CEPT University, Ah-

medabad was awarded Young Scholar 

Award in the year 2020 for his outstand-

ing achievement in GIS by ESRI India. 

IEEE-GRSS Gujarat congratulates Mr. Het 

Mitesh Thakkar for his achievement.  
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Reader’s Feedback on previous issue 

very informative and well written,  

congratulations to the whole team who has 

been able to assemble this excellent Chap-

ter publication ! 

Dr Paolo Gamba, University of Pa-

via, Italy 

a very rich newsletter covering all the events 

in a systematic way ! 

  

Prof Usha Mehta, Nirma University, Ah-

medabad 

very good example of excellent activities 

developed in your chapter ! 

 

Prof  Lorenzo Bruzzone, University of 

Trento 

really interesting to the members. Congrat-

ulations and a great job ! 
  

 

 

- Dr Tadono Takeo, JAXA, Japan 

wonderful document.  It is a showcase oth-

er chapters could emulate! 

  
 
 

- Dr Paul A Rosen, JPL/NASA 

Initiatives like this help creating the sense 

of community! 

  

- Dr. Alejandro C. Frery, Universidade 

Federal de Alagoas, BRAZIL 

appreciate your efforts in bringing the 

community together! 

  

 

- Dr. Avik Bhattacharya, IIT Bombay 

impressive piece of work you put together! 

  

 

- Dr. Gustau Camps-Valls, University 

of Valencia, Spain 

newsletter is very nicely done and impres-

sive. Your chapter seems to be very active 

and has accomplished a lot ! 

 - Dr. Kamal Sarabandi, The University 

of Michigan, USA 

It is truly amazing to see how active is the 

people in India, it is inspiring ! 

  

- Dr. Carlos Lopez-Martinez, Universi-

tat Politècnica de Catalunya, Barce-

lona, Spain 

The Newsletter is rich in contents... from 

interviews to more technical papers, well 

written, and with a professional layout. I 

think that it is a great job !  - Dr. Adriano 

Camps, Universitat Politecnica de Cata-

lunya-Barcelona Tech., SPAIN 

Very good work ! 

  

 

 

- Prof Ashish Ghosh, ISI, Kolkata, India 

Excellent job as always! 

  

 

- Dr. Farid Melgani, University of 

Trento, ITALY 

This newsletter is great ! 

  

 

- Dr. Mustafa Ustuner, Yildiz Technical 

University, TURKEY 

I am very much impressed, congratula-

tions! 

  

- Prof. Dr.-Ing. Alberto Moreira, DLR, 

Germany 

The amount of activity is impressive, and 

really very well documented ! 

 - Dr. Francesca Bovolo, Center for 

Information and Communication 

Technology, Trento, ITALY 

Email Messages 
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Reader’s Feedback on previous issue 
Lots of great efforts are organised meticu-

lously. 

  

 

- Prof Saroj K. Meher, ISI, Bangalore 

looks really good! 

 

 

Deepak Mathur, Director, IEEE Re-

gion 10 

This is very useful ! 

  

 

- Sidharth Misra, JPL/NASA,USA 

a very impressive newsletter! 

  

 

- Prof Yoshio Yamaguchi, Niigata Uni-

versity, Japan 

Wonderful! Congratulations for a thor-

ough documentation of vibrancy of Chap-

ter ! 

 - Dr N Ramarao, IIST, Thiruvanantha-

puram 

Really impressive, a great team work ! 

  

 

- Prof  Chirg Paunwala, Secretary,  

IEEE Gujarat 

It is very informative, showing us your 

high activity in Gujarat Chapter! 

  

- Prof Akira Hirose, Tokyo University, 

Japan 

newsletter looks great and informative, 

 

 

Prof Manik Lal Das, DAIICT,  

Ahmedabad 

The Editorial committee thanks you all for your support and encouraging words. It is your con-
stant encouragements that keep us growing and improving….! 

Dr. Aishwarya Narain, Vice Chair, IEEE-GRSS-
Gujarat 
Congratulations editorial team and contributors for 
splendid job ! 

Dr. Sushil K. Singh, SAC / ISRO, Ahmedabad 
Congratulations to whole team for their remarkable 

Dr. K. Durga Prasad, PRL-Ahmedabad 

Congrats to entire team for nice work! 

Dr. Rajkumar, SAC / ISRO, Ahmedabad 

Nicely brought out Newsletter! 

Dr. Arvind Singh, SAC / ISRO, Ahmedabad 

Good work…. Keep this going! 

Dr. Abhijit Sarkar, Ex-SAC Eminent Scientist, 
IEEE GRSS-GC 

Glad to see the continuity of our newsletter! 

Rimjhim Bhatnagar Singh, SAC / ISRO, Ahmed-
abad 

Nice Newsletter! 

Dr. Indrani Singh, SAC / ISRO, Ahmedabad 

Very nice Newsletter. Many congratulations to the 

entire team! 
Dr. Bindi Shastry Dave, CEPT University,  

Ahmedabad 

This newsletter is great! 

Ashish Upadhyay, CEPT University, Ahmeda-
bad 

Great! 
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************************************************************************************************************************* 

Events Planned 2021 

1.  Expert lecture on: Decadal Climate Variability, Predictability, and 

 Worldwide  Societal Impacts  by Dr Vikram M. Mehta,  The Center for 

 Research on the Changing Earth System (CRCES) U.S.A. Date: 21st Jan 

 2021 

 

2.  Expert lecture: on Quality Manifestations in Geospatial Data Products 

 By Dr R  Nandakumar Independent  Researcher  and  Consultant on 

 Software quality, Ahmedabad, Date: 12th February 2021. 

 

3.  NASA Cyclone Global Navigation Satellite System (CYGNSS) Earth  

 Venture Mission, Professor Christopher Ruf, University of Michigan, USA, 

 Date: 18th March 2021 

 

4.  National Level Online Training Program on Application of GIS and  

 Remote Sensing in Architectural Pedagogy (Level-1) Jointly efforts with 

 MANIT, Bhopal, Date: 1st to 23rd May 2021 

 

5.  Expert Lecture: June/Aug/Oct/Dec 

 

6.  National workshop, Gujarat University : Oct 2021 

 

7.  Interaction meeting and workshop with NGA and Industry:  

 August and October 2021 

 

8.  InGARSS2021: 6th to 10th December 2021 (CFP leaflet is appended to 

 this newsletter ) 

 Readers may please send their Comments & Suggestions to  

Dr Anup Das <AnupISRO@ieee.org> 

Dr Suchit Purohit <suchit.s.purohit@ieee.org> 

Mr Ashish Upadhyay <ashish.upadhyay@cept.ac.in> 

Dr Abhijit Sarkar <sarkar.abhi@gmail.com>  

Full texts of all the issues of our Newsletter are available on our Website  

<https://www.grssgujaratsection.org/> 

Editorial Contact:  
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